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PROFS REJECT COST LIMIT
After a year long sturgle
within the bureaucratic systems
of Grand Valley State College it
appears that there will be no
way of protecting students from
the periodic financial burdens

imposed by the occasionally
excessive demands of professors
regarding textbooks, required
trips, concerts, and the other
infamous "class extras."
A proposal was brought
before the All College Senate in
March of 1971 to limit gross

course costs (books, trips, etc.) * bookstore and other related
and was defeated. A Task Force
matters. It was discovered that
(The Course Cost Committee) the problem o f exhorbitant
was formed to look into the book bills were not the fault of
problem .
The
committee
the bookstore. Last year the
investigated such matters as cost
bookstore turned over a net
of books^esale value of books, profit of less than S 1,000 to
operation and structure of help dissipate the bonding of the
campus dormitories. Student
members of the committee felt
that much of the problem lay
with some professors insistence
that “ x” number of books, “ y”
number of trips, and "z ”
number
of
concerts
were
a b so lu tely
imperative
to
receiving a minimal knowledge
of the subject matter he was
valuable contribution to the presenting. The faculty members
course?
of the task force made it
emphatic that any limitation
About the lab:
whatsoever
would
be
an
(1) Was the iab work a infringement of their "rights” as
valuable contribution to the teaching
professionals.
The
course?
compromise finally precipitated
from
the
committee
was
The questions were marked composed
of a three-part
according to Strongly Agree, proposal which was submitted to
Agree, Neutral, Disagree and the All College Senate last
Strongly Disagree. Along with Friday. The proposal is as
these answers, there appears on follows:
coTumrTTor invalid or omitted Proposal1. In order to provide the
responses.
students
with
a better
The evaluations were run
u n d erstan d in g
of
the
through a computer and tallied.
structure and operation of
When
they
were
Finally
computed, each faculty member
the campus bookstore, we
was given a copy o f how he or
propose that a description of
she %'ss evaluated. All the
it and its services he included
Departments were given a copy
in the College Catalog. We
of the complete evaluations.
also feel that the bookstore
Dean Niemeyer and ExCo also
should take part in the
had a copy.
orientation session of the new
Now, ExCo in cooperation
students.
with various groups have begun 2. To prepare the students for
publication of the final copy.
“hidden” costs (i.e. trips,
The 155 page copy will be out
required plays and concerts,
for student purchase. The cost
and extra materials for
projects, etc.) we propose
will be 75 cents and copies may
that the total estimated
be picked up in the bookstore
expense of the class, above
starting Monday, February 14.
the cost of books be included
The copy of these evaluations
can serve ss a useful tool to help
in the class schedule for each
a student decide what classes he
term.
wants to take and with whom. 3. We funner propose that the
Since the evaluations will be out
range of total estimated
prior to junior, sophomore and
expense
to r
books
freshman registration, it could
(estimation from previous
be worthwhile to pay 75 cents
term) for each course be
and
know what kind of
included in the class schedule.
professor you are going to get.
The measure passed only

TEA CH ER EVALU ATIO N

READY for PUBLIC
by Mardi Arnold
During Fall term, CAS
students were given a chance to
evaluate their professors. Not all
students participated for a
variety of reasons. One reason
was that although each professor
was given the evaluations to give
the students, not all professors
wanted to be evaluated. This was
up to their own discretion and
some professors elected not to
take part* Other students did not

in s tr u c to r
to
questions
pertaining to the discussion or
labs that were held. Here are a
few examples of what the
questions were like.
About the instructor:
(1) Was
the
instructor
knowledgeable in the subject?
(2 ) Was
the
instructor
sensitive to student difficulties?
( 3 ) Would
I
strongly
recommend the instructor to a*12
Smi mmA — L . —

when the evaluations were given
out. Other students did not want
to bother with the evaluations
and so either didn’t fill them out
or didn’t respond to all the
questions.
The 30 questions asked
ranged from questions about the

im*mmmmSmA<i

About the lecture:
(1) Were grades assigned
fairly?
(2) Were the requirements of
the course reasonable?
About the discussion:
(1) Was the discussion

a

PSVCH0 I 8 SS5T JER R P iR EET
TO LECTURE at UIJC
As it says on the Williams
James
College
recruitment
p o s te rs ,
“ S tu d y
w ith
D istin g u ish ed
S c h o la rs .’’
Students participating in the
spring Synoptic Lecture Program
will be doing just that. Jean
Piaget,
a
world renouned
psychologist specializing in child
development will be the main
attraction
of
this
course.
Although he is from Switzerland
and only speaks French, his
work has been well known in the
U.S. for the last twenty yean.
Only recently, in the past five
yean or so have there sprung up
critics of his ideas.
For the first six weeks of the
course, the students will be
reading a book about Piaget, and
also a book by Piaget on general
child development. Discussion
groups will meet three hours or
more per week.
On May 7, William James
College will "close down” and
devote their time to hearing
three to five lectures by Piaget
and fifteen to twenty papen by
young people working in his
field. Informal meetings and
riimiwioni with the speaken
wiU also take place.
During the last two weeks,
the time will be spent getting
reactions from students, faculty,
act. on the program.
Since this is Piaget’s first

msyor visit in years to a U.S.
college (he spent one year at the
Meninger Foundation doing
research) it is expected that
m any
p eo p le
will
be
participating in this course.
Therefore, anyone who is not
registered for the course and
wishes to attend the lectures, by
Piaget, will be charged a special
fee to do so. (I’d tell you what
the fee is, but this isn’t a horror
story.)

TV Grmmd Vmlley campus police here acquired e mew poddy wagon in order to
carry away rioieion from sjmj- wbt JamOniifmiiOni, bmildinj seizure:, Pe~:y rsa
o f mob ectiom.

efficiently
otfcas imoOmmm,

after considerable parliamentary
finagling and extensive debate
on items two and three. A
number of professors seem
extremely apprehensive that the
cost of their courses would be
exposed.
Student members of the
Course Cost Committee felt that
considering the months of
struggle.
the
three
point
proposal was merely token and
did essentially
nothing to
improve the lot of the student.
They proposed the following:
Required hardcover books for
any given course of study
must remain the same for a
minimum
of
one
chronological year beginning
with the Fall Term 1972.
As the students anticipated,
this motion met with aggressive
hostility from most faculty
members. After debate, the
motion was defeated due to
faculty dissension.
• • •
Undeniably, because of the
college professor should be
allowed
to
choose
which
textbook
would
be
most
beneficial to
his students.
However, it seems reasonable
that if a professor had given
careful consideration to his
choice of textbooks, they would
be of a quality which would
merit some re-use of the book.
Why
then
are
students
constantly being left with the
financial burden of books made
obsolete not by their content,
but by the seemingly capricious
whim of the professor? Due to
the economic situation of most
students, they are unable to
keep all the books they would
like for their personal reference
library and are forced to sell
them.
It is interesting to note that
some professors are building
personal libraries from free
samples *iven to them by
p u b lish in g
companies
in
ar.ticipation of new book orders.
A professor from Western
Michigan
Un iv e rs ity
accumulated enough money in
four years from selling his free
book samples to make a leisure
trip to Europe.
All
that
the
students
requested was that the resale
value of hardcover books be
protected for one year. The
professors would have been at
complete liberty to supplement
the hardcover books with any
paper bound books that they
felt would be necessary. The
faculty members of the All
College Senate are seemingly
opposed
to
limiting their
"profesrional prerogative" in
any way. Why does it have to be
that the "inalienable rights" of
the faculty preclude the needs
and requests of students?
Something needs to be changed
and it apparently cannot be
accom plished
within
the
framework o f existing college
fuvcroincnUi iuyC uui.
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A Day in the Li f e
by David Almond
made up of is immoral girls
Poin Dexter, mild mannered trying to lure smelly, long haired
Grand Valley student, quickly boys into that town meeting
flips the lock on his aging Ford, with their bralcss saggy chests’’
turns and hurries across the he thought to himself. “ Hell
parking lot. Walking past rows of with ’em,” Poin grunted. He
idle cars, the wind gusts blowing couldn’t waste time thinking
snow deeply into his ear. He about those weirdies.
He tried to bury his head
silently
curses himself for
forgetting his cap, but doesn’t behind the collar of his jacket to
turn back for it as matters of protect his nearly numb ears as
more importance than a 60 mile he turned to his left onto the
an hour wind are on his mind. main pathway through the
It’s the fourth week of the term forzen campus. Walking faster,
and, if luck is with him, he may he was nearing the bridge, over
ravine
when,
looking
he able to buy the booK for his the
through
the
trees
as
they
jerked
Lit. class he’s been after all term.
frantically
in
the
wind,
Poin
For the last two weeks his hopes
could
see
people
beginning
to
have been kept alive by a small
file
out
of
Manitou
HaU.
“That
yellow card on the bookstore
shelf in place of ANCIENT means there’ll be more people in
AFRICAN WRITINGS saying the bookstore! Maybe one of
two more books had been them will be after my hook!”
ordered and would arrive on the The nervousness this thought
13th, today! Though such signs brought on made his armpits
had proven meaningless earlier sweat. He pressed his arms
this term, he had managed to tightly to his body hoping the
keep the same confidence strong wind would not reach the
mainly because his astrology damp hair under his arms.
charts pointed to a favorable day
As he rushed across the
on the 13th. He couldn’t midpoint of the bridge, he heard
remember the specific phrase, it! The roaring tractor had not
but the words “ momentous been there when he was noticing
occasion” stuck in his mind.
the students leaving the distant
As Poin followed the slowly building! He did a quick 180
curving path between the twin turn. He was the only one on the
structures of Michigan and bridge. His first impulse was to
Superior Malls, the third sister, run in the direction he had
Huron, loomed in front of him. come. No chance! The speeding
The snow swirling over and tractor was almost on top of him
around the columned building now, its driver hidden behind
made it look more like a giant the wall of snow spewing from
cloud of marijuana smoke than a the plow. Thinking quickly he
center of learning that it was lunged for the silver pole that
supposed to represent. “ 11a!” , supported a domed light. As he
Poin
laughed
involuntarily stretched his arms to grasp the
aloud. How ironically fitting! shinning pole a searing pain tore
Everyone knows that that place through his body. The‘hairs of
is ..nothing but .a, bunch of his pits, stuck together with
p r o s e ly tin g

TRUE COST OF
STUDENT CENTER
Dear Sir;
So Grand Valley is going to
have a new student center. The
big people are very nice to give
us students such a fancy present,
but consider what it cost us.
The Fine Arts Center opened
this fall at what is rumored to be
one-third its planned size. We
waited so long and so eagerly to
receive what I have heard called
"The Gas Station.” The art
department, theater and band
people
are
now
centrally
located-anyway we know where
to find them when they’re
needed. That, however, is about
it. We art students were given
one gray hall which supports
three semi-heated classrooms.
The equipment tucked into the
drawing room must have been
built during Rembrandt’s time.
There is so much activity
crowded into each chamber, inat
one cannot be sure whose
project he is constructing. Look
down that corridor and you will
see us pushing out into the hall
for more working space. Our
Fine Arts Center is about as
snazzy as San Quentin, but we
love it like a mother loves her
only child: it’s all we’ve got.
Why do the science folk have
floor upon floor to disect their
wrinkley. pickled creatures?
Why are the arts always pushed
into a comer by the men who
rule us? Mr. Kerr, the art
department head, has done his
best to obtain fine professors,
but how will we get any more
(we have only six) if we have
nothing
to
attract
them?
Besides, where would we put
more teachers? Certainly top
■I </n
■■»<
g**1*
^■■•n
» !j astwuiu *-ev £awaa

iiavrgw

class space (I sit in mud puddles
on the floor each day in Biology
105).
Instead of more room to
learn in, i:m going to get another
ping-pong room, another eating
joint and a larger but still
u n d e r-s u p p lie d
bookstore:
spread out on three floors no
less. I’m ecstatic.

Those friends, I brought into my
home
and watched the spring arrive
from there.
and though they died and I was
alone
I remember what we shared.

d ru g

p o rv e y e rs

laughing their way through
school. It’s almost indecent that
so many administration offices
have to be under the same roof
with that of freaks. “ All TJC is

STUDENTS

fro z e n

iw m i

lo r e

fro m

(h e

tender skin. The last thing Poin
remembered was the sound of an
agonizing scream barely audible
above the roar of the on-rushing
tr a r to r

RIP OFF

GOV’ T

Students who have borrowed failure in repayment of college
money
to go to college have left student loans. The Office of
So now it’s summer, the air is
the
government
with $13.3 Education has requested an
bustling
expansion
of
its
present
million
in
unpaid
loans.
and spring is in the past,
Trying to learn,
three-man
collective
staff
to 55
A
report
given
by
the
General
My sadness, I guess, should not
Pamm Patzer
Accounting
Office
for
the
first
and
indicated
that
the
increase
be puzzling . . .
nine months of 1971 stated that would allow tougher action in
1 knew it wouldn’t last.
ELEGY TO A
the figure represents a triple collecting unpaid loans.
Silas Rash increase since last January 31.
The loam from banks and
SMALL SCHOOL
i The congressional watchdog private lenders are guaranteed by
agency cited an inadequate staff the government for repayment
To the E ditorWHAT PRICE
in the Office of Education and a under the Guaranteed Student
In Spring I saw a daffodil
lack
of forceful collection action Loan Program established by
GLORY?
The first one of the year
to blame for the mounting Congress in 1965.
Dear Editor:
Periscope thru the litter of fall
The splitting of an athletic
To see if the way was clear.
team into factions is a nightmare
With reverent head, and Gabriei for any coach. Besides the
horn
obvious effect it has on the
Twas the prettiest thing to see team’s ability to win, it also goes
And then the more timid were against
everything
amateur
bom
athletics is supposed to stand
First one . . . then two . . . then lor. It is to be avoided at all
The LANTHORN is the student newspaper o f Gran,
three.
costs.
Valley State College. The opinion? expressed in in
With this in mind, I could
I greeted them with familiarity
\Lanthom
are solely those o f the staff or o f signe
only
observe
the
recent
I knew them all by name
game
between \ contributors. A ll correspondence or inquiry should bt
And each would nod his head at basketball
G.V.S.C. and Saginaw Valley | directed to LANTHORN. 17 LSH. G VSC.
me
with disgust and a bit o f horror.
as if we were one and same.
EDITOR: Paul Johnston
Mr.
Sharphom’s obvious quest
But now winter’s cried and gone
ASSISTANT EDITOR: Barbara CuiiiiUi.c
for an individual record on the
away
BUSINESS MANAGER- Jnhn L u th e r s
part
of
one
player
appeared
tc
And summer begins to groom
PRODUCTION MANAGER: B^uce Ladewski
More daffodils arrive each day. be at the direct expense of team
unity.
Records
are
all
good
and
And soon there’ll be no room.
well when they are a result of]
v o n n ie
■
All just as pretty as my friends, I natural events but an artificial
ARTIST:
Rick
Brunson
record can only leave a sour
guess
SPORTS: Bill Jerow, Rich Neil
taste in the mouths of all
and not bad or loud or rude,
but my love goes to some and concerned. They are in a word,| CAMPUS ACTIVITES: C. J. Czarnik
“ meaningless.”
not the re s t. . .
»P? n T^ RSi.
Beaton, Mardi Amoid, Paul
All credit to Fred Roh andl »jE
It’s hard to love a multitude.
Mitchell, David Almond, Frank Bodenmiller
Coach Sharphora for achieving!
So now they inarch, so beautiful this goal the other night but may [ CONTRIBUTORS: Jefr Brown. Nick Kokx, Dave
Aussiker, Kenny Dove
A daffodil parade . . .
I ask, what price glorv?
the friendship is a bit more dull
OTHERS:
Ed Hoo«t(rp
f liaaln *
Than ihc Hist few that i made.

MIlIHOfflll
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need to yawn again There is no
accompanying feeling of fatigue,
and S generally get at least seven
hours of sleep. What is most
annoying are the yawns that I
can’t quite "complete " Is this a
psychological problem or is it
possible that my circulatory
system
is
receiving
an
insufficient supply of oxygen? I
do not smoke.

QUESTION: Can
repetitious
masturbation using one grip
cause pinched nerves in the
hand? I get “ writer’s cramp"
very easily with the thumb and
first finger, the same appendices
that I use to masturbate. Can
this be an early sign of arthritis?
(This question was written by a
man).
ANSWER: Relax your grip!
Whai you describe is not
pinched nerves or arthritis. It is
merely some spasms or cramps
in muscles. The small muscles in
your hand and forearm are not
used to being held in a tensed
position for as long as it takes
you to masturbate or write.
Most muscles are designed to
contract and relax rather than
hold a fixed position. Such
cramps can be enhanced by
h y p e rv e n tila tio n
(ra p id
breathing) which can also
nroduca numbn— m**& li«nliiM
in your extremities. As well,
spasms of the muscles of the
hands and feet are common
durinc sexual excitement. If
relaxing your grip doesn’t work,
try using your other hand,
QUESTION: 1 can't seem to
stop yawning. As soon as 1
complete one yawn, I feel the

ANSWER: I had a great deal of
difficulty answering your letter.
Each time I would read it I
would begin to yawn and
eventually
begin
to
be
preoccupied with my own deep
breathing. I then read your letter
to
several colleagues, and
noticed that they began to
yawn, become uninterested, and
were of absolutely no help to me
in unraveling your problem. The
usual textbooks of medicine and
physiology do not even discuss
the topic. I can reassure you that
yawning is not related to an
insufficient supply of oxygen.
Respiratory rhythm is primarily
under neurologic control and the
most dramatic changes are
brought about by volitional
efforts or are associated with
exercise.
T he
phenomenon
you
describe is recognized by most
p e o p le
from
p e rso n a l
experience.
Exactly
what
produces the sensation that a
yaw is “complete” is unclear,
but the pleasant sensation that
occurs with full expansion of the
ch est
is
unm istakeable.
Respiratory rhythm and rate is
quite influenced by emotional
to atop yawning with a sense of
incomplete yawns is the result of
some
complex
interaction
n w a ii y/ vie
bet
and your lungs. I suspect that
the more attention you pay to it
the more persistent it will be and
it hardly seems worth all that
fuss. As to what to do about it,
cover your mouth.

Meeting adjourned.

I

League nails demands to President‘s door

THE C O N T IN U IN G S T O R Y o f the
I C A / ' I 1 C ____ u / u n
v ? l IV /

L L T IU U L U f .

Since our last article we
have received many cards
and letters concerning our
coverage o f the Slavic
Liberation League. O f those
cards and letters we’ve
received. 75% were in favor
o f the League. 24.9% were
opposed and we got one
letter from an elderly Polish
grandmother who wanted
to apply fo r the job with
ARA.
Due
to
this
overwhelming response, we
decusett to follow up on me
League's activities. After
receiving a phone call from
league member Casimer
Pulaski, we proceeded to
the administrative offices in
Zumburg where we were
just in rime to witness,
D avid
Vandershearski
symbolically dressed as
Martin
Luther
(recent
evidence has shown that
Martin Luther was o f Czech
ancestry)
nailing
the
League’s demands to the
President’s
door.
This,
needless to say, attracted
P resident
Lubbers’
attention. Upon seeing what
was taking place, he turned
to his secretary saying, “I ’ve
g one
to
Lansing. ”
Experience appears to have
been a good teacher. Vice
P resident
Lumsden
immediately came over,
shook everyone’s hand,
introduced himself and
asked
how
everyone’s
family was. It was soon
discovered
that
Vice

SLAVIC LIBERATION

I

STOLE the K IS H K A ?

President Venderbusch was
also in Lansing.
Vice
President Hills didn’t come
out o f his office, but it
didn't matter as how no one
had bothered to call him.
The remainder o f the Slavic
Liberation League burst in
at this time and gained
control o f the board room
where they discovered that
President Lulbers was not
in Lansing but under the
table. It was at this time
that the President agreed to
meet with the League.
The first speaker was
Pavel Mitchellov. After first
restating
the
League’s
demands he attacked the
Administration for not
reacting to the League’s
proposed project Break-It
(Project Break-It is. in fact,
demand number 9 not
covered in last week’s
article.) He went on to
explain exactly what it was.
The Project is designed to
transfer four point average
students into 1.0 average
students, thereby giving
these otherwise rich and
bright students a chance to
become
the
garbage
collectors o f the future.
After four years their
degrees would be just as
useful as everybody else’s.
League President, a Gorki
and oiher members at this
point produced bottles o f
Vodka from under their
coats
and
negotiations

began. The League removed
demand no 7 Le. Slavic
food in the commons, for
demands no. I and no. 2 i.e.
a percentage o f students
and staff o f Slavic origin.
After a few more drinks
President Lubbers came
down from his fence and
began to polks as League
member Dennis Mankovich
hummed a few bars o f
Midnight in Moscow. A t
this point Vice President
Hills crashed through the
door clarinet in hand, and
proceeded
to
provide
instrum ental
a cc o m 
paniment to what had now
evolved into a Polish
wedding. After breaking
into a rendition o f GVSC's
fight
song
he
was
im m ediately
th r o w n
through the window to play
for the ducks, who then
flew south. When resulted
fro m

th
tr t n o a t i n n
•
»•*V

u
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c fn»v
nr»
f
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quite clear as in the end
President Lubbers was again
under the table.
Vice
President Lumsden was in
the outer office chasing the
secretaries. Vice President
H ills
was
o u ts i d e
conducting traffic and Vice
President Venderbush was
still in Lansing. A t this time
the meeting was adjourned
by Pavel Wisniewski the
only person present still
conscious and conservative.
(Keep those cards and
letters coming.)
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SUM M ER FOREIGN
STUDIES OFFERED
A L L E N D A L E - A n
eight-week
summer
study
program in France’s historic
Loire Valley will be offered for
the third year to qualified
students
from
accredited
institutions in the United States
through Grand Valley State
College’s Office of International
Studies.
Presented in conjunction with

the Institut d’Etudes Francaises
de Tourainc in Tours, France,
GVSC’s French Foreign Studies
Program will take place July and
August 1972. Early registration
i?
recommended
Further
information may be secured
from Dr. E. F. Gearhart,
Director. Office of International
Studies,
GVSC,
Allendale,
Michigan 49401.

DO YOU HAVE A H O R SE?
Do you own your own horse?
Would you be interested in
participating in a rodeo? If your
answer to those questions is yes,
you are invited to participate in
the
Rodeo
Riding
Club
Organizational
Meeting.
Students in other colleges
participate in an intercollegiate
ro d e o
program.
Interested

people on this campus would
like to see such a program begun
here. So, if you are interested,
attend the Rodeo Riding Club
Organizational
Meeting
on
Thursday,
February 24 at
4:30-6:00 pm. The meeting is in
301 Manitou. If you have any
questions, call Jerry Nelson at
ext. 325.

Classes within the Institut’s
ISin century town house will be
led by resident director Pierre E.
Robert, faculty member of
G V SC’s
foreign
language
department, and faculty of the
Tours’ Institut. Robert, who is
currently completing his Ph.D.
degree in Paris, states, “Courses
are open to members of the U.S.
group within the Institut. If
there is sufficient enrollment,
however,
courses
will
be
specially designed exclusively for
members of this group.’’ Up to
15 hours of GVSC' credit may be
earned
in
the
eight-week
program.
Living accommodations are
available both in student housing
and with French families in
Tours. Trips to Paris, only two
hours
from
Tours,
and
excursions
throughout
the
“chateau country” and to the
seacoast, are also planned.

Landscape by GVSC Graphic Artist Robert Hart will he among the
works displayed in a two man exhibition in Manitou Gaiiery Feb.
18 March 13. The show will include recent photographs by CAS
Art Professor Whitney Seven.

CALENDAR of EVENTS
Thursday Feb. 10
9-10:30
i 2-i

•

3-4:30
3:30-5:30
7:30-9:30
6-8

S.A. Budget Fee Committee
249 Lake Michigan Hall
miiii-Sciuiiuu
142 Lake Huron Hall
Career Counseling
301 Manitou
“ When Comedy was King”
132 Lake Huron Hall
Theta Tau Theta
274 Lake Michigan Hall
SHARE Program
301 Manitou
C.A.S. Senate
301 Manitou
All College Judiciary
249 Lake Michigan Hall
Drug Flying Squad
Sciaman rii and iu o 4 i 07
“ The Damned"
132 Lake Huron Hall

12:30-2:30
3-5
3-5
7-11
fi n......
m
~

Co M e e t i n g
274 Lake Michigan Hall
Film “ Montgomery to Memphis’’

Ex

3-5
8-10

nt 4mv . l . a
u a. u
.M
N a
u a«aaa
.n
ai m
a vn

Thursday, Feb. 17
S.A. Budget Fee Meeting
249 Lake Michigan Hall
Mini-Seminary
142 Lake Huron Hall
Career Counseling
30! Manitou

9-10:30
12-1
3-4:30
4 .4 A O

G U I S E Hamtime

8-10

225 Commons
Fashion Show
118 Fine Arts Building
Friday, Feb. 18

12:30-2:00
3-5:30
3-5:30
7! I

SHARE Program
301 Manitou
“ M u n i e i o f Fred
1 32 Lake Huron Hal!
All College Judiciary
249 Lake Michigan Hall
Drug Flying Squad
Seidman 106 4 107
Film “ My Fair Lady”
132 Lake Huron Hall

Saturday, Feb. 12
Drug Flying Squad
Seidman 106 4 107
Children’s Theatre
105, 118, !21 Fine Arts Building
Veterans Dance with Frigid Pink
G.T. Room, Lake Michigan Hall

C a tn rH av

P fh

10

Drug Flying Squad
Seidman 106 4 107
Baum-Concert
118 Fine Arts Building

Sunday, Feb. 13
Drug Flying Squad
Seidman 106 4 107
Worship Service
G.T. Room Lake Michigan Hall
“ Black Arts Festival”
118 Fine Arts Building
Folk Mass
G.T. Room Lake Michigan Hall
“The Damned”
132 Lake Huron Kali

8:00

Sunday, Feb. 20
10:30-11:45

Worship Service
G.T. Room
Combine Concert
i 15 Fine ju ts Building
Folk Maas
G.T. Room
Film “ My Fair Lady”
132 Lake Huron Hail
Rock Concert
Field houae

10:30-5:30
6-8:30
8 pm

Monday, Feb. 14
8-10

Art Exhibit
Lobby, Fine Arts Building
Geneva Forum
121 Lake Huron Hall
Rev. Cleage, Speaker
132 Lake Huron Hall

12-1
8-10

8 pm

Monday, Feb. 21
12-1

Tuesday, Feb. 15
8-10

Art Exhibit
Lobby, Fine Arts Building
Career Counseling
301 Manitou
Delta Sigma Phi
249 Lake Mich«an Hall
Speaker. Dr. Charles Hurst
118 Fine Arts Building

12:30-1:30
7:30-1!
8-10

8-10
3-4

Aft Exhibit
Lobby, Fine Arts Building
John XXIil Parish Prayer
249 Lake Michigan Hall

Geneva Forum
121 Lake Huron Hall
Tuesday, Feb. 22

12-1:30

Career Counseling
301 Manitou
Student Life Moeting
249 Lake Michigan Hall
Delta Sigma Phi
249 Lake Michigan Hall

1:15-3
7:30-11

3-4

Wednesday. Feb. 16

F ilm

3-5
7:30-9
7-10

Wednesday, Feb. 23
John XXIII Parish Prayer
249 Lake Michigan Hall
Film “ Midsummers Nights Dream’
132 Lake Huron Hall
First Aid Clam
301
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by Frank Bodenmiller
with Grand Valley as a whole. It
“ Are we expecting too much was cited (hat students first
from our student leaden?” was identify with their particular
the frequent question voiced at a college, and Grand Valiey comes
recent re-evaluation o f the second. In relation to this point
Community Council.
Lorenz felt that the Council
Venderbush, vice-president of should be a “clearing house and
Student Affairs, commented not all inclusive.”
later, * . . . a policy council like
Can students hold office for a
that without any administrators year and still hold interest? Is
(professional), you have to too
Jr
much expected _ from
depend on others . . . it’s risky students? Can the Council
to
rely on students and operate effectively without the
faculty . . . because of time, lack aide of members of the
o f secretaries, and interest.”
administration?
The re-evaluation of the
The burning issue at the
Community Council was called Student Life Meeting was the
- *
for at a recent Student Life membership of the Community
Meeting. The meeting’s chairman Council. The general opinion
David Lorenz, associate dean of was, perhaps too much it
student life and director of expected of students. Earl
housing, found a necessity to air Harper, assistant CAS dean,
growing opinions of frustration suggested that students be
and dissatisfaction with the appointed to the Council. Most
Council. Lorenz held “that it is of those attending the Meeting
certainly about time to take the agreed that a Council with both
time to evaluate it.”
appointed and elected students
The Community Council is may enhance the effectiveness.
the policy recommending arm of Longer terms of office for
the college government. It has an faculty and staff were suggested
equal representation of students to
facilitate
stability
and
Sgt. Scanlon, passing the time posing for pictures.
and
faculty
and
staff. experience. The addition of a
Established last year the Council college administrator was also
got off to a roaring start with seen as a viable solution to the
action on many major policies. C o m m u n i t y
C o u n c i l ’s
The fire has since burned down effectiveness. An administrator
and this year the Council has would be able to assist the
been plagued with a slow start, persiuent of ExCo and insure
twenty-four
hundred
new that the leg work behind policy
by Ed Hoogterp
tumultuous reaction from a large ban the Marines from GVSC by
students since last fall, late change is done. As Venderbush
part
of the student body. This community referendums, but
Sergeant
John
Scanlon,
elections of some members, and states, “ The most effective
time
Sgt. Scanlon and Capt. both times the democratic
resplendant in the uniform of
an
general
lack
of
student p r e s i d e n t . . . p u t s
Costello
spent most of their time process reaffirmed the right of
the United States Marine Corps,
administrator on every task
awareness of the Council.
sitting
in the small space the Green Machine to tell its
looked around his tiny cubicle
Criticism of the Council force that dealt with a major
assigned
to them, (an eight by story to the men of Grand
and then shifted his gaze out the
centers around the lack of policy change.”
eight foot room behind some Valley.
w in d o w to
the
students,
Erv Bode, one of the
commitment and productive
Sn this year, s» ir* d o f their
hurrying past Lake Huron Hall, filing cabinets in back of the
t o flask o u t la x ia ifl o t n u n
activity within the Council “ founders” of the Community
Aid* oSSiom S
membership. This year's Council C ouncil, is helping raid R oyce
cigarets, drinking coffee, and among the students of the Grand
students
go.
He
smiled
a
Marine
is very slow as contrasted to last to create a program to develop
Sergeant’s smile, M!t gets kind of looking out the window. It Valley State College, the Marine
capabilities
in
year’s. Defenders state that leadership
didn’t uaeta be that way..........
Corps officer selection team sat
lonely up here,” he said.
Grand Valley is going through a students. For the Community
Scanlon
can
recall
a
“raging
in their filing-cabinet room,
Sgt. Scanlon and Captain
quiet period and there are not Council to become effective
mob”
that
confronted
them
a
ready
to explain the Corps’
Gary Costello are the Marine
Bode believes they will have to
any real burning issues.
few
years
back
when
they
had
officer
programs, waiting only
Corps Officer selection team for
Paul Royce, student president spend a lot of time together and
their
table
set
up
in
Use
GT
for
the
students to come to
this area. They were on the
o f ExCo. (the executive board of develop a sense of identity with
room
in
Lake
Michigan
Hall.
them
.
.
.
and
waiting . . . and
r.vsc esmnus Ust week looking
th e
com m unity
council) each other.
A u O u tc i
i i u » , w mi prCtCmCTZ
w
aiting.
.
.
for a few good men to make into
As Dave Lorenz states “They
contends that the Community
“ Everybody’s apathetic now”
Marine Officers. In past yean rieg-heiled them from the stairs
in
Lake
Huron
Hall.
Twice
the
Council is active, but perhaps should look into their own
Capt
Costello said, “It’s like this
the Marines’ appearance on
not as active as it could be. He body, if there are not enough
anti-military
forces
attempted
to
all
over.”
campus has occasioned a rather
cited about ten matters that will issues.”
“ We’ve got a good program,”
appear on the agenda o f the next
Sgt. Scanlon said, again with
Community
Council.
that special Sergeant smile,
Venderbush, in reacting to the
“ Look here . . . ” He showed us
productivity of the Community
how a student could sign up for
Council, stated that agenda
the Marine Platoon Leaders
items were “ both uninteresting
Class, get one hundred dollars a
and not policy matters. I can see
understanding the problems of system would be made up of month financial aid while in
“ White consciousness” was
why people stayed away.”
the
minority groups. Because, in many groups (blacks, women school, and join the Marines
the topic of an informal talk in
Lorenz
maintains
the
Terry’s
words “ A white person
libers,
etc.) each working after graduation as a Second
the Seidman Pit last Friday
Community Council is “ not
cannot
truly
understand
the
towards
their
own goals. Some Lieutenant making about ten
afternoon (Jan. 28). Casually
challenging anything.”
position
of
a
minority
group
groups
would
be
all black, others thousand dollars a year, all
speaking the little known topic,
ExCo has been charged with Robert Terry, author of two
undergoing
any
until he clearly understands the
all
white,
and
others a w i t h o u t
on-campus
military
training.
failure to hold meetings, lack of books on the topic, surprised the
inherent advantages of being combination of minority snu
“ We don’t want to interrupt
minutes.
and
absence
of few people who luckily attended
white.”
jamority groups.
anyone’s
education,” he says,
quorems. Only three of nine with the question, “ Do you have
Illustrating this point Terry
As f t ' ss Terry is concerned
members attended the last any white studies courses or spoke of Blacks who were in the integration is a dead issue. He “ We think that education makes
meeting. Royce argues that the classes in majority groups?” skilled trades before the wave of feels each group should be better leaders.”
“ You don’t have to be a
agenda is proof of minutes, but Expanding from this question, immigration of Europeans to allowed to form their own
hawk
to join the Marines,”
Venderbush states that a half T erry
America in the 1800’s. But with
norms and goals as they wish. He
e x p la in e d
w hite
Scanlon
told us, “ I don’t like
page agenda is certainly not consciousness as the real base for
this influx of skilled whites, the now meets whites who are all for
this
war
any
more than anybody
what he would call minutes.
blacks were replaced although
integration but are confused
else,
but
1
believe
very strongly
Bert
Price, Venderbush’s
their work was not inferior to
when
they
see minorities
in
the
military.”
“
Besides,” he
representative to ExCo, feels the
that of the immigrants. “ Then,” rejecting their offer to join the
pointed
out,
“
The
Marines are
Council is active, but being hired If Yov Waist to
Terry continued, “ Whites of our main stream of American life.
out
of
Viet
Nam
now.
AU that’s
this year he states that he has
generation say, ‘our forefathers Terry feels these minorities are
• ••
left
there
is
about
six
hundred
nothing to compare it to. He
worked their way up so we rejecting the concept of the
advisors.”
c o n te n d s
th a t
s tu d e n t
could have what we do now.why American Dream. They want no
But no matter how appealing
government can work and the
can’t the minorities do the part of the tush for money.
its
officer program may be, the
situation that we are facing is Applications for participation in same?’ ”
They prefer to be left .alone to
Marine
Corps isn’t reaching
not unique to this campus. He is the Junior Year Program at
Asailing
minority
group develop their own life style.
many
students
at Grand Valley.
of the opinion that “People are Lancaster, England are now courses as “ studying the victims
Terry aees this same trend in
complacent and not committed being accepted by the Office of rather than the causes of the the young people who rejects “ I sorts miss the old days,” says
to change.” He agrees #ith International Studies in 210 problems,” Terry urged students the society offered to them by Scanlon, “at least we weren't
bored..
everyone that the Council is new LSK where application blanks to push for white consciousness their parents.
“ We should be over there,”
and
people are
realtively and information sheets are courses a> the most productive
In discussing boring, Terry
a v a ila b le .
D eadline
for path to helping minorities.
of it as a
heid that this just a tool to keep Capt. Costello said, motioning
application is March 1,1972 An
Mr. Terry, who worked for
the white majority toward Lake Michigan Hah and
information meeting to be held civil rights in the SC's and 60’s,
Were the ideal split of the GT room, “ where the
with former participants in the
integration la not the 70% white and 30% Mack ever students are.”
be
He looked out the window
to the racial problems o f achieved in all schools this
Five student* from GVSC this country. He feds the only
with juri a trace o f
would only preserve the preamt
h d *
and mid, “At
is that o f
at the expense o f the
we'd
be
doatr
to the coffee.1
a
o f the

M A R I N E R E C R U I T E R S MET
WI TH R A G I N G APATHY

" Whi te

Consciousness"

by Speaker in

Advocated
Pit
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LIBRARY HAS
LEONARD NOW
The library has announced
the addition of a new reference
librarian to their staff. His name
is David Leonard and he is no
stranger to this school. David
was a member of the pioneer
class of Grand Valley. He
graduated in 1967 and went on
to the University of Michigan
Graduate Library School. After
his graduation from University
of Michigan in 1968, David
joined the Peace Corps for a year
and a half. While in the Peace
Corps, he worked for a library in
Iran. After leaving the Peace
Corps, David continued to work
in libraries for another year and
a half. Before returning to Grand
Rapids in December, he traveled
extensively in Europe.
David will be in the library
evenings, from 6:30 to 9:30
Sunday through Thursday to
help students with any questions
they
might have.
Regular
reference hours are still in effect
from 8:30 to 4:30 Monday
through Friday.

David Leonard. Grand Valley i new reference librarian.

g S S B

FREEZ'/V

On
campus
apartments
providing added privacy with
separate outside entrances are
presently in the blueprint stage.
The SI. 7 million project known
as Living Unit IV will be built in
two segments, the first of which
will be a complex capable of
housing 350 students. This
initial housing complex is
scheduled for competion by fall
of ’73. According to student
housing director Dave Lorenz a
need for additional housing was
realized by the college, but a
fourth
dormitory was not
suitable for the increasing
tendency of students to desire to
live in apartments.
A task force comprised of
students, faculty, and staff has
recommended a list of specific
features to be included in the
plans. One recommendation calls
for a variety in types of living
accommodation, tentative plans
consist of one and two bedroom
and efficiency apartments, other
suggestions by the student
oriented task force indicate a
preference by students for a
village-style duster o f units
around
a central building
containing
common
use
facilities. This pivotal building
will contain recreation halls,
laundry, and roof sundeck.
Location
of
the
first
apartment-type housing complex
on Grand Valley’s campus has
been narrowed down to a site
between the fieldhouse and Lake
Michigan Drive (M-45) a region
east of the main campus,
overlook in g the scenic ravines,
was under consideration but the
cost of providing utilities to such
a remote spot and the absence of
enough land for construction
discouraged this idea.
College officials have selected

Tarapata,
MacMahon
and
Paulsen of Bloomfield Hills as
architects, these are the same
people who produced Mamtou
and Mackinaw Halls. The college
is now applying for a low
interest subsidy grant from the
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development. Pending
governmental approval of this
long term loan construction can
begin.
In the future approximately
half of all student housing for
Grand Valley is expected to be
on campus apartments with
p o ssib ly
one
additional
dormitory,
the balance of
housing construction in the area
is a n tic ip a te d to be developed by
private builders.

Be the USA
Grand Valley students will
have
the
opportunity
to
compete with students from
Harva/d, Yale, Berkeley, and
Stanford Universities in the
Harvard National Model U.N. to
be held at Cambridge Mass, on
March 24 to 26. Grand Valley’s
assignment in the affair is to
play the U.S.A. This, according
to Prof. Junn of the Political
Science Dept., will allow the
college's delegation to pla? an
“ Important, if not dominant
iole” in the exercize.
The College will pay all
expenses
for
the
GVSC
delegation and any student who
is interested in representing
Grand Valley at the Model U.N.
should contact the Political
Science Dept, in Mackinac Hall
(ext. 28i) by Friday, bebruary
11.

Student Life Magazine
Searches New Staff
The Student Life Magazine
Board Announced this week that
it is in the process of forming a
staff to produce the 1972 GVSC
Magazine-Yearbook.
Carolyn
Wise,
Student
Activities
Coordinator and a member of
the board, told the Lanthorn
that all of the positions on the
1972 staff are currently open to
interested GVSC students. The
staff will probably consist of an
e d i tor,
business
manager,
advertising salesman, writers,
photographers, and production
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and layout personnel. Last year’s
editor, Mary Butchart, has
indicated to the Board that she
is interested in working with this
year s edition, but in some
capacity other than editor.
Interested students, with or
without experience are invited
to contact Ms. Wise in the
Student Life Office, 164 Lake
Mich. Hall, ext. 348.

i

i

REHAB
BOARD
APPOINTED

■ President Arend Lubbers last
{w eek announced the identities
■ of the permanent members of
■ the
college’s
new
Drug
| Rehabilitation Review Board.
m (Lanthorn. Jan. 27, 1972) The
■members will be: Dr. Robert
| Woody,
Dean
o f Student
■ Development and a Consulting
■ Psychologist; Dr. David Register,
| GVSC Counselor and a Clinical
| Psychologist, Dr. Cart Van
■ Krimpen, an M J). from Holland,
8 Mich.; William Johnaon, Campos
■ P o lic e
C h ie f ;
B o o k er
■ Washington, a student; and
| Rodney Mulder, Director of the
■ U rb a n
S tudies
Institute,
■ representing the faculty.
8 The Rehabilitation Board is
| designed to study individual

I
I

to
to the
body or officer o f
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TJCSom ething’s Rotten In
the State of Denm ark
Barbara Cultinane
The problem with innovation
explain the rapid growth of TJC.
whole sch o o l will h*vr to work
jml experimentation (especially
” We have to admit a .-rtsm
on
it and make people feel
wi t hi n
an
educational
number cT students to maintain
wanted,
but right now, nobody
community) is that everyone has
* certain staff size, call this
does
anything
about it, like the
to fight to keep it fresh, alive,
legislative dictum. Thus, the
co-op.
youthful,
and
progressive.
more faculty we hire, the more
In
s u mma r i z i n g
the
Somehow, TJC seems to be
students we have to admit. More
community
problem,
one
lacking in this spirit. Everyone
relatively new -com er to TJC.
agrees
that
TJC
is
an students means more faculty."
Dan also offered an explanation
who
insists upon remaining Mr.
u n s ur pa s s abl e
educational
for
the
student
apathy.
First,
he
Anonymous
said: "No one over
experience, but then everyone
9ees
it
as
a
part
of
a
bigger,
there
will
make
a firm
also agrees that they themselves
national
movement.
After
commitment
about
anything
nor probably anyone else has
except not to make a firm
really endeavored to make the months of energy spent on
demonstrating,
protesting,
and
commitment
about anything.”
most of their own facilities or
trying
to
change
the
nature
of
the program facilities, which are
• • • •
described as open, flexibile, and political affairs, students have
been totally let down by finding
Granted, nobody in the world
virtually limitless.
themselves
ignored.
Second,
he
has
his head together. So why do
Those who found trouble
suggested
that
perhaps
students
some
of us actually think we do,
within the TJC community,
were
using
the
rapid
growth
as
or
at
least
feign to ourselves that
there were those who didn't,
an excuse for the student we’re closer to home than
mentioned student alienation, a
lagging community spirit, and a apathy. It’s a result, says Dan of anyone else? This is perhaps the
the “apparent fruitlessness of prim ary
interpretation
or
loss of charisma, and attributed
everything. And I can’t say that assumption that I have picked
it all to a too rapid increase in
j j j g g g . lfcw ii Student life and up ir. my overall experiences
the student population.
activities have been nil, there is
Like any other educational virtually no way to drum up with TIC. There is a presence of
establishment, throughout its enthusiasm, Dan finally added, elitism in TJC and it is in
five years, TJC has always “ Are rock concerts every two relation to CAS. To borrow
quote
from
Mr.
suffered the problem of apathy weeks the only thing happening another
Annonymous,
the
students
bear
towards and among students. on campus anymore?”
an enigma stating: “ I know
Whether or not the apathy still
Rated as the number two what’s right and you don’t.”
prevales is debatable. The old issue threatening the TJC
Ken Schepere, another TJC
students seem to think so, as do establishment is a combination
student transferred from CAS,
the tutors. Speaking of the of a lagging school spirit and a
picked up on this problem
*P*, hvj Roxanne riaricy, TJC loss
of
TJC’s
charisma. saving. ‘It’s only H»e l«zy people
witn s commitment to teacl method forced a student to
student nf two years said: “ TJC Concerning the lost spirit, Lee
who
go
around
finding
all the communication ricills, listen to an entire tape, even if
is a bunch o f cliques, though not K a u f m a n ,
a d mi n i s t r a t i v e everything bad, CAS isn’t all
which includes speech, the he only needed review on a
in the negative sense. There are a assistant, said that TJC has beer, bad, neither is TJC.” A
foreign language department of particular segment which might
lot of people that ■ know, but 1 through a number of stages and community that needs to assert
Grand Valley College has been be half way through the tape.
don’t know them very well. New right now it’s in a stage of its superiority can’t be too
presented with audio equipment
Another
innovation
for
people feel left out and some of let-down, whether it’s good or secure within itself. A totally
that
aims
toward
a
more
Grand
Valley’s
foreign
language
them hate TJC. Because we’re a not remains to be seen. As a unoriented CAS student, upon
personalized
mode
o f department is the two track tape
small community, if you don’t tutor, Lee said, “ I feel that I’ve encountering the TJC group
set-up, which enables a student
instruction.
According
to
the
know people, you really don’t
processes would have trouble
lost
touch and I really don’t
to hear his (her) own voice. This
director
o
f
language
laboratories,
know people.” Ernie Scheidler,
know why. We certainly don’t projecting himself into the
arrangement
includes a master
Professor
Hugh
Veltman,
the
also c two year student, feels igiioia ><ua«nn h m . “
oamanMity and would probably
tr a c k tt»«t c o n ta in s t h e m o d e l
n n wl y
in s ta lle d
llo m y -m o d e
that students are alienated
As far as Ernie is concerned, fail to relate. Somehow this is
facilities enable the student to voice and a student track which
within the community, but it “ in an overall comprehensive correlated
to
a
lack of
practice
speech
via
the is automatically erased when a
doesn’t really
bother him view, student community has communication. In other words
new student recording is made.
fundamental
skills
of:
listening,
because he has his own group of never been im portant” . He has even TJC’s aesthetic terminology
A faculty supervised 35 carrel
speaking, reading, and writing.
friends. To Emie, TJC “ is a never ‘‘felt a part of TJC as a bears a hint of its fundamental
This method is distinct from the listen-respond laboratory now
subculture
and
there
are Community
it’; never schizaphrenia. A recollection of
the
student and
traiiiuunal approach io foreign provides
different eroum «?f friends in been one.” He concluded his the words o f a timeless sage (one
language
which
emphasized instructor with the possibility of
this subcultureVHe further said: discussion by saying “ As it is, I other than B. F. Skinner) would
grammar-translation, such as in working closer together. This lab
“ If there is any alienation, I’m usually go bumbling around in serve well here: “ There are more
coding and decoding the classics. enables the teacher to test
not sure that anything should be my own world anyway.”
things in heaven and earth,
listening
The added audio equipment i n d i v i d u a l
done about it. There’s something
Cindy also had something to Horatio, than are dreamt of in
includes 32 carrels, each carrel is comprehension and personally
that rubs me wrong about trying say on the topic at hand: “ If the your philosphy.”
furnished
with
a
Teak supervise a monitored lab
to enforce student relations.”
Eliminating
any
other aperecorder and headphones. session. Professor Veltman, the
community spirit has slackened,
Anot her
old-time
TJC it’s because they’ve been less banalities, one must essentially
Each carrel is operated by the designer of Grand Valley’s
student Nancy Coulter definitely selective with who they take in. come to the conclusion that TJC
individual student who can library-mode facilities, feels that
credited the over-population as There are more people with does indeed have inner hassles, check out a tape and practice the listen-respond laboratory is
the core of the alienation. “ I good
improvement
over the
ideas but without
the does have outer hassles, does out loud any portion of the an
don’t think it’s the fault of the community spirit.” She also have alienation, and just as in l e s s o n
material.
The classroom situation since the
classes or the faculty, it’s just blames the system of selective CAS, students are afraid to look
library-mode replaces a system student doesn’t have to worry
that there’s too many people. I service for TJC’s lost charisma: at each other. Off hand there are that was controlled by the about makingmistakes in front
just keep track of close friends “ People are admitted who think two contrasting examples of the
Audio-Visual department in of his peers.
who have drifted into the that TJC sounds like a good karma c f experimental schools.
Manitou Hall. This outmoded
masses.” Continuing along this thing, you can do what you There is Michigan’s Residential
line, Nancy later said, “ I want and you don’t have to Hall, which never quite made it
wouldn’t want to be a new worry about grades. This is a and there is Antioch, a thriving,
student coming in now.”
general consensus of what TJC is growing, hopeful community.
By nature, an experimental
David Fair, a new student about.”
isn’t too enchanted with TJC>
Norm
Peterson once a school must take a direction, it
even though it is the best thing student, now a tuto^touched on can’t wallow in apathy for long.
he’s come upon yet. When the question of chansma, saying It must progress and change with
questioned about the alienation “TJC is growing too fast as a the student.
The greatest pity o f TJC is (Classified ads will be run free for anyone who is a member o f the
problem, David replied: I like single unit to maintain a strong
G.V5.C. community or who wrihes to reach the G.V 5.C.
the classes but I don’t really charisma. The community spirit that the students fail to
appreciate the vitality and community.)
know anyone.” Even though is correlated to the growth and
excitement o f their tutors. It »
he’s made only one or tw o good lorn o f charisma.”
friends thus far, he added that
Even though the R.C. hat in the faculty that the spirit of a
free school is found. Do the
the people he has encountered at relatively
no
TJC are friendlier than he’s met Roxanne,
a
_____ _
hr the mother? TJC
______
it: -T he R.C.

New Hope for
Language Department

classifieds

' it is. m ew 's nothing for
o f 9 m m m . TJC

could very v e flb e a
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Black Culture Week
At Grand Valley
Wilberforce
Plummer
and
Hcrschcl Turner. There will also
be an exhibit from Safari House.
Monday night at 8:00 p.m.,
the Rev. Albert Clcagc will speak
in room 132 Lake Huron Hall.
Rev. Cleage is pastor of thShrine of the Black Madonna
Church of Detroit. He is the
author of the book, Black
Christian Nationalism, which is
published by William Morrow,
New York City.
Two Films will be shown
during the week. The first, King.
A
Filmed
Record . . .
Montgomery to Memphis, will
be shown Wednesday, February
16, at 8:00 p.m. in 132 Lake
Huron Hall. The second, The
Murder o f Fred Hsrr.ptor., will
be shown on Friday, February
18, in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre. Fred Hampton is one of
the two Black Panther leaders
blown away by a pre-dawn
police raid in Chicago two years
ago. The raid, ordered by Illinois
States
Attorney
Edward
D.tn.. the Black Arte Festival H w m h a n , has caused much
Corporation
from
Michigan cofrtroversy fn the nation due to
State University will present a its being an almost clear cut case
multi-media program, including of police repression of the Black
music, skits, singing, dance, and Panther Party. Due to its
films. The program will be importance, the film is being
presented
in
the
Louis shown at three different times;
3:30 p.m., 7.00 p.m., and 9.00
Armstrong Theatre.
p.ITi.
An art exhibition, featuring
Thursday at 8:00 p.m. in the
works by Grand Rapids artists,
Louis
Armstrong Theatre, a
will be on display in the lobby
fashion
show will be presented.
of the Fine Arts Center. Works
The
show
will include handmade
shown will include those of
African
and
Continental styles.
Randy Brown, Paul Collins, Dr.

Last week, the Grand Valley
State College Black Coalition
announced a "Black Culture
Week," which will be held here
during the week of February I 2
through 18. Included in the
Black Culture Week will be an
art exhibition, films, speakers,
and other campus events. All
activities will be presented free
of charge and will be open to the
public.
On SAturday, Feb. 12, at
8:00 p.m., the Ko-Thi Dance
Company of Milwaukee will be
appearing
in
the
Louis
Armstrong Theatre. The dance
company consists of twenty-five
young
Black
dancers and
musicians. Their repertoire is
Black history, both African and
American, past and present.
Feme Caulker Bronson, the
groups choreographer, is a native
of Sierro Leone, West Africa.
The group’s name, Ko-Thi,
comes from the Serbo dialect of
that area and means "Go Black.”
Sunday afternoon at 3:00

One-A-Day Plays Reviewed
by Paul Mitchel

“ Wax Museum”
Wax Museum was the first of
the one act plays that I saw. Set
in Canada, the plot centered
around Bingo, a girl somehow
strangely imprisoned by the
Wax Museum and her wax lover,
George, a replica of a Royal
Canadian Mounted Policeman.
The
outsider,
Sally
Anr,
abandoned by her boyfriend for
th e
more
thrilling
companionship of the Chamber
of Horros, drifts into the room
where Bingo and George are
experiencing
love
through
Bingo’s fantasies. The play then
takes o Tt with an almost
nonsensical
dialogue
and
culminates in Grand Valley’s
first semi-nude scene.
I’m not sure, yet, what the
play is all about and I found it
lacking in several ways. Like
many Canadians the author is all
wrapped
up
in
national
identification.
His
constant
reference to Canada and things
Canadian gives no evidence as to
what the playwright is getting at.
I suspect that they have
relatively little to do with the
theme.
From the theatrical aspect, it
wasn’t a bad play by any means.
I felt however that the love
scene overshadowed all else. It
seemed that the actresses were
far more concerned with the
mechanics of the play than with
their feelings. Smooth delivery
and movement suffered as a
consequence. It must be added,
however, that these roles were
extremely difficult and both
girls tried very hard; perhaps too
hard. On a more positive side,
the play did have an overall
impact. The staging was good
and Phil Bowman’s sets were
well designed, providing a
church-like effect for the ritual
on stage. Debra Daniels, playing
Bingo, the resident of the
Museum, did an effective
portrayal
of
a
cocksure
seductress
while
Michelle
Vigneault, playing Sally Ann,
the inm idei, fared as well in her
portrayal of a dowdy virginal
miss. They both put a lot of
energy into their p u is, if
anyone failed it w n rh*
playwright.

This play is, by far, the best
is the three plays to far. It is a
glimpse into the
o f a brother
To (date the story
it for

all those who have not seen it so
I will confine my comments to
other aspects. The acting was
great.
LaVern
Jones,
as
Lawrence Brown, the brother,
does a good job. He plays the
paranoid, sheltered Brown very
well. Lana Hartmann, as his
pregnant sister, Joanna, is
superb. Her speech is clear and
concise and quite » pleasure for
an’1 Grand Valley theatre-goer.
Both actors handle a very
brilliant but difficult dialogue,
extremely well. This kind of
play only comes once in a while
and we are lucky that the actors
did so well with this one.
The set is a mammoth job

any intellectuals who try to find
any deep psychological meaning
in this production they are
wasting their time. The play is
simply a hell of a good laugh,
and it’s played strictly for those
laughs.
The staging of the play is “ in
the round” (i.e., audience on all
four sides of the acting area.)
This form of staging is very
successful in this kind of
production. It produces an
intimacy
with
actor
and
audience which in this case
seems appropriate. The set itself
is simple and employs the bare
essentials for the action. Lila
Hooten, played by Jo Chadburn,

(w »lf

D e n o te

te m iw w w o f extraordinary real

Manko) which helps give the
illusion of the world in which
the incestuous couple lives. A
world which protects them from
the realities they are incapable
of facing. The frightening thing
about this play is the way Brown

which becomes evident as she
recounts,
between
great
mouthfuls of peanut butter, how
she has accumulated the largest
autograph collection in the
world. Her daughter, Cissie,
played by Patricia Iron, whines

c o n s tru c te d

by

His

unwillingness to relinquish the
safety o f his imagination proves
to be the critical point. It is
made even more nightmarish
when
one
considers
that
Lawrence and Joanna Brown are
not alone in the world.
Everyone, to varying degrees,
employs this same technique of
synthesizing their own world
within a world.
William Iron, the director, has
done a fascinating job with this
play. “ Home Free” is one of his
best efforts out here so far and I
urge you all to see this one. Who
knows, you may find out why
mother lives, not in heaven, but
in Hoboken.

“THI
AUTOGRAPH
HOUND”
“The Autograph Hound” is a
very funny play. The only
comedy in the three one act
plays so far, it provides a
welcome change of pace from
the other two plays. It is about
Lila Hooten, ar. avid autograph
seeker, whose obsession has
become her whole life. Her
family, as a consequence,
suffers, unbelievably on a peanut
butter diet while they listen to
her constant chatter. She even
grooms her daughter, Cissie, in
the ait. Her daughter however
proves to be « reluctant
apprentice. Her husband, Harry,
is a brow-beaten chap who seems
to have taken a vow o f silence.
from all this is
r. If

md

w h im p ers

her

w av

throughout the play, declaring
many times how cold her butt is.
Both women handle their parts
well, although their timing could
have been better. Dave Olson as
Har r y,
the
long-suffering
husband is tremendous. His
facial expressions bring the
house down. If ever an actor was
perfect for a role, this is it.
If you don’t see this one,
you’re missing some great
belly-laughs and Lord knows we
need them around here.

Classical Note
A t CVSC
On Saturday, February 19 at
8 p.m. in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre, the Latin American
Studies Council will sponsor
Guillermo Fierens, a classical
guitarist.
Mr. Fierens, a young Buenos
Aires artist, whose ability won
h im
th e
International
Villa-Lobos Guitar Competition
in November of 1971 was also
selected by Andres Segovia to
participate as one of six special
performers at his classical guitar
seminar at the University o f
California at Berkeley in 1964
and again in 1966 at North
Carolina School of Arts. O f Mr.
Fierens, Segovia writes, “One of
the most gifted young guitarists
in recent memory.”
Mr. Fierens will also conduct
a master lemon on February IS
at
12:00.
For
further
information, please contact the
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T. Rex, F. Hubbard
Albums Reviewed
seems a bit spaced to be truly
fantasy of any sort.
Those who may believe that
today’s music may sound better
if orcehstrated have a shock with
this one. The living proof that
strings can’t save bad music is
Electric Warrior.
The music itself is performed
on
Bass,
Drums.
Guitars.
Saxophones, Flugel Horn, and
strings. All of which, aren’t
really that good. Since the

Electric Warrior

performance of the instruments
is possibly the only up on the
album, it’s indeed unfortunate
that nothing really exciting
happens on them.
It is evident that the flood of
good music today is in an
opposite current than T.Rex is.

T. Rex
RS6466
T. Rex is another band with
another sound, but not a
p iu UVUI«IIV new souru
exciting sound. It's a good band
and a nice album, but never
great and quite often boring.
There are of course some
muSiCv! ups on the album, Bang
a Gong (Get It On) has some
interesting rock and roll guitar
passages which give almost a
boogie effect, almost.
The vocals are at best, poor,
unless the quite uninvoived
character of the voice is
particularly a favorite of some.
The background singing (?) is
not harmonious, even though
the impression that there is a try
for harmony being made is
present.
The quite soft vocals, aren't
really soft, just as the heavy wild
tunes aren’t really heavy or wild.
The lyric content o f the album
lacks a great deal of imagination.
The imagery wouldn’t be hard to
take if it were real imagery, it

Sing Me A Song Of
Ilhan Mimaroglu
Freddie Hubbard
Atlantic SD1576
_
our aim is to
establish the point that
artistic will cannot be the
manifestation o f technology's
consequences,
but
the

expression of purposes.
Within the walls of an album,
the whole world is engulfed in a
journey that is at once eniovable
and stimulating. The mixture of
sounds,
ranging
from
contemporary
orchestration,
through jazz of free form, to the
recitation,
and
synthesized
sounds
are
demanding of
attention and touch every level
of interaction available.
Frank Zappa began using the
human voice to recite about five
years ago, on his various albums
with the Mothers. The use of the
reciting voice on Sing Me A Song
O f Songmy, is much like Zappa’s
use. with broad exception that
each
voi ce
reciics
an
understandable phrase rather
than a hodge-podge of voice
collodges. The lyrics were taken
from poetry written by Fazil
Husnu Daglarca and on other
texts.
The album is made up of
ma n y
divergent
effects,
thoughts, feelings, and forms.
Yet, within all these uprooting
divergency’s there is a solid
whole. A oneness, a unity,
characterizes the album. The
album moves as a river, having
no time, having no space, being,
living and the spontinaity of the
performance and the feelings
with the performance make the
album live on long after it has
system.
A very powerful, moving,
successful attem pt at making
art!

GVSC
ALL EN D A L E - I n n o v a t i v e
theatre for young people in “ A
Psychedelic Bag of Beans’’ will
be highlighted by the Grand
Valley State College Lilliput
Players on Saturday, February
12, 1:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center
on
campus.
Improvisation and imaginative
participation will be bases for
creative interchanges between
actors and audience in the public
programs geared to specific age
groups: Ages 5-7 in room 105 of
the Center; ages 8-9, room 121;
asd, age: !0-! 2, room 118.
Admission will be 50 cents
each. However, due to room
nervations
will
be
and may be placed by
telephone, 895-6611, ext. 339
or 485.
Lflhput Players* productions,
which last year played to more
IS schools, churches, and
in the state,
be araflsWr for tour again
in
o f the
“A P y ch edrtic Bag o f
1 are invited to caD Laura
at the above
for further
information. Mrs. Salazar states,
“Our new program this year
presents opportunities for young
members to have a
o f creative
theatre
games
to develop creativity
We are able to
set up the show in any open
space." A $10 fee. phis 10 cents
per mile beyond 15 m ies from
the campus, remains in effect
this year.

UM put

Mrs. Salazar, GVSC assistant
professor o f theatre, continued
h er
description
of
“A
Psychedelic Bag o f Beans,"
“ Experimental ’game theatre* is
not often done in this area of
Michigan. For children 5-9, the
program consists o f music,
movement, games, and a play,
’The Best o f Clowns,’ which calls
for children to help the young
hero become a member of a
famous dow n troupe.
“ For ages 10-14, the GVSC
players
w ill
present
iic p fs n s d c s u ! theatre much in
the style o f Chicago’s Second
City. In this type o f theatre the

I Har
IS n o ty W *
| vouor
I
I
I

f t

i

&

GINGER

actors may perform a story at
the suggestion of an audience
member. In another version,
they may play a story in
gibberish with the audience
challenged to identify it. Young
people can plan on being an
active part of the performance
without embarrassment. Using
these techniques to play, every
performance is unique.’*
Mrs. Salazar not only directs
the productions, but is also
author of “ The Best of Clowns.”
Costumes for “ A Psychedelic
Bag of Beans" are by Virginia
Helton,
G VSC
assistant
professor o f theatre.
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BandsIn

Combined Concert

In the first performance of its
type, the Grand Valley Concert
Band, the Grand Rapids Junior
College Concert Band, and the
Muskegon Community College
Concert Band will present a
combined concert at 3:30,
Sunday, February 20th, in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre. There
is no admission charge.
Each band will at first
perform individually. After a
short intermission, the three
bands will combine into one.
Conducting the combined bands
wfll be firaixt Valley’* h o tw i or
Wayne Dunlap.
Professor Dunlap is currently
chairman
of
the
music
department. He has a broad
musical background including
being Commanding Officer of
the Air Force Band during World
War II. He has conducted
concert organizations such as the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
the Grand Rapids Symphony,
the Grosse Point Symphony, the
Saginaw Symphony Orchestra,
and the Plymouth Symphony
Orchestra.
The program will begin with
the Grand Valley Concert Band
under the direction of Professor
Daniel Kovats. The band will
perform “ Bamurn and Bailey’s
Favorites” by H. L. King;
“ Conzona” by Peter Menin; and
“ Finale from the Pines of
Rome” by Ottorino Respighi.

ra s a

The Grand Rapids Junior
College
Band,
under
the
direction of Professor Douglas
Scripps,
will
perform
“ Divertimento Op. 43,” by
Vincent
Persechetti.
It
is
performed in two movements,
“ Prologue” and “ Song.” Their
second selection will be “Suite
of Old American Dances,”
composed by Robert Ruuell
Bennett. Three movements of
the “ Suite” will be performed;
First, “Cake Walk"; second,
“SchottiJiche” ; and last MWestern
One-Step.’’
Professor Harold Luomma
wfll then direct the Mtukegon
Community College Band in the
performance of “Opus 99” by
Sergei
Prokofieff;
and
“ Symphony for Band,” by
Vincent Perfechetti.
rruiicssor
Dunlap
will
conclude
the
concert
by
conducting the combined bands
in
the
performance
of
“ Jubilation and Overture” by
Robert Ward; “ A Stravinsky
Suite” by Igor Stravinsky; and
“ Beguine for Band” by Glenn
Oner.
The three colleges have been
planning
the
concert
for
approximately four yean, but
until the Fine Arts Center was
finished, they couldn’t And a
suitable place to perform it in.
Future combined concerts are
now being considered.

a rv rr o
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Lakers Beat Hornets
For Second Time
Coach Dave Sharphorn’s basketball squad made it four wins in a
row over MIAA teams this season by beating Kalamazoo College
89-75 last January 26. The Lakers opened the season against the
ifomets back on December I and had an easy time of it, winning by
33 points.
Kalamazoo proved more stubborn this time around however, as
the first half saw the Hornets ieading most of the way. A basket by
Ben Johnson put the Lakers on top by only two points, 35-33 at
intermission. But Grand Valley came out hot in the second half and
in the first eight minutes stretched the lead to 16 points. The
Hornets continued to be tough but just couldn't catch up behond
that noint.
Grand Valley
Smith
Conser
Simpson
Roh
Johnson
Adams
Millard
Hurd
Noble
Totals
Pet.

FG
4
7
2
11
10
4
1
0
0
39-77
50.6%

FT
1- 1
3- 4
0- 0
3- 3
2- 3
1- 1
0- 0
i- 2
0- 1
11-15
73.3%

TP
9
17
4
25
22
9
2
i
P
89

Kalamazoo
Cunningham
VanderWeele
Dentzman
Emig
Lipinski
Weurding
Jackson
Kenati--------Totals
Pet.

FT
FG
4- 5
3
101
3
3- 4
9
10
2- 2 22
2- 3
2
*j
3
0- 1
6
4
2- 2 l t t
3
3- 4
9|
1 . .- 1 1 1 29-78
17-23 75
37.1% 73.9%

Grand Valley Svens
Record W ith Oakland

Trackmen Improve In
Invitational M eets
of M

Senior Dennis H arm placed
fifth in the 70-yard high hurdles
with a time of 9.4. While
sophomore Dean Breest took
sixth in the mile with a time of
4:26.2.
One school record was
broken by Keith McMellen, a
freshman who tossed the shot
put 41 feet 10 inches.

After the first two weeks of
Grand Valley avenged one o f its earlier losaes when it turned the
the
indoor track season the
tables on Oakland University 120-94. When the Lakers had first
Lakers
have shown
great
played the Pioneers in Rochester ten days before, they had run into
improvement especially at the
Oakland's Carvin Melson who riddled the nets for 48 points and
University of Michigan relays
Oakland had won 109-9S. But this time the tables were turned as the
held Jan. 29 in Ann Arbor.
Lakers, with balanced scoring and good defense led throughout the
Freshman
Bob
Eubanks
contest to win easily. The Lakers were led by Bob Corner and Fred
Roh with 20 points each and Ben Johnson who poured in 31 and
the 60-yard dash is the college with the progrs g his team is
picked off 13 rebounds. Melson was held to 28 points this time,
division. Eubanks ran the event showing, and expects a lot more
primarily due to the combined efensive efforts o f Pat Smith, Amell
in 6.4, one-tenth of a second improvement especially from his
behind Robert Jackson of freshmen
Simpson, and Bob Hurd who each took a turn guarding the Oakland
Michigan State. John Fix, a
ace.
sophomore
took a fourth place
TP
FT
FT
Grand Valley FG
TP Oakland
FG
On Saturday, Feb. 5, the
6 Pierce
6- 6 18 in the long jump with 20 feet,
2
2- 2
6
Smith
20 Coney
4- 7 14 11% inches. While Rick Cooley, Laker track team traveled to
9
Conser
2- 4
5
20 Melson
4- 6 28 a freshman took a fifth place in Kalamazoo to take part in the
8
4- 6
Roh
12
7- 8
31 Brown
0- 0 0 the high jump with six-feet, two Western Michigan University
0
Johnson
12
invitational.
2 Eley
6
1- 2 13 inches.
0
2- 2
Adams
13 ivankovitsch
0- 0 0
0
4
5- 5
Simpson
4 WaUs
3- 6 13
5
Millard
1
2- 2
0- 0 2
S Johnson
1
3- 4
Martinus
1
0- 0 2
1
0 Nesbit
0
0- 1
Waskelis
2 Henderson
0- 0 2
1
0- 0
Davis
1
0- 0 0
8 Hickman
0
3
2- 2
Noble
0- 0 2
4 Nakoneczny
1
Oosdyke
0- 0
2
lost a 1-0 decision to Utve
18-27 94
38-94
5 Totals
2
1- 1
Hurd
Calvin
Tirikovic
and Kerry Kaiget at
40.5% 66.6%
120 Pet.
45-96 30-38
Totals
On January
25, Calvin
158
lost
another
1-0 decision to
45.8% 78.9%
Pet.
College’s wrestling team yisited
Jim
Fallis,
last
year’s
nation*1
Grand Valley only to be
NAIA
runnerup
at
158.
humiliated by the Lakers 37-7.
Grand Valley now 4-2 on the
season, were able to hold Calvin
to only two decisions in the 126,
In the 3 year history of
and 177 pound matches.
wrestling at Grand Valley, no
For the Lakers, Rick Vaughn meet will be remembered quite
HHbdale: Feb. 1
(134) pinned Jim Breuker, and as well as last Wednesday's 60-0
When Dave Sharphom looks back on this season’s record, perhaps
Frank Post (190) pinned Butch win over Saginaw Valley State
no other single game will stick out so much as "the one that got
Byker. While Larry Cardinal College.
away” more than this first meeting with Hillsdale.
(142), Jim Scholten (150), Jim
Coach Jim Scott’s Laker team
The Lakers got off to a fine start in the first half, never trailing, Warner (158), and Kerry Kargel not only shut-out Saginaw
and at one time held a commanding 13 point lead. But then things (167), all won on decisions. Valley but managed to score the
began to go wrong. The Lakers relaxed, their play became sloppy, Calvin also forfeited the 118 and highest possible point total (70)
HWT matches to Pat Austin and by getting 6 pins and 4 forfeits.
and at half-time their lead had been trimmed to two 4S-43. The
Randy Brinks respectively.
Chargers continued their sloppy play and fell behind by as many as
For the Lakers, Rick Stevens
(118)
pinned bddie kuiz in SI
19 points late in the game. Hillsdale had a hot hand shooting 53%
seconds,
Rick Vaughn (126)
from the floor, but Grand Valley wasn't exactly cold either and
The Lakers wrestling team pinned Mike Martel in 1:51,
countered with a 45.5% mark. The difference in the game proved to traveled to Sault Ste. Marie, only
be the 23 times the Lakers gave away the hall on a variety o f to be beaten by Lake Superior Larry Cardinal (134) pinned
Charles Burke in 4:39, then
mistakes.
Stale College 28-7.
Kerry Kargel (167) pinned Dave
The Soo Lakers have one of Akright in 4:43; Tom Hooker
TP the top saaU college wrestling pinned Mike Deneut in 2:28,
FT
TP Hillsdaie
FT
Grand Valley FG
FG
Smith
8 York
0- 0 1 2 teams in the Rate, and are and Randy Brinks pinned Mice
0- 1
6
4
Sarhardci
13
3
6- 9 12 undefeated in a x dual meets so Ktett m 3:26. Alao Jim
3- 5
5
Conser
14
4- 7 24 Adams
0- 0 2gh r this year. The loss was Grand
10
Jim Wi
4- 4
0- 0 4 Valley’s third in seven matches
20 VaaSchoack
2
s
Roh
f-*-----7- 9 23this season.
17 Jazwiecki
8
7
3- 5
—
Grayer
10
0
0- 0
0
J--2- 21 The only two wins for the
14-20
lOOLakcn came on daemons by
4*41
3- 4
7 Totals
70.0%
Laixy Cardinal (134), and Frank
Pet.
53.0%
17-27 89
«
---------- i h r
Post
(1 9 0 |. Jim Scholten at 142
45.5% 65.4%
TCL

W .M .IL

Sob Eubanks again stands out
by taking a third
in the
60-yard dash with a time of 6.4.
In the Long Jump, John Fix
took Sth place with a jump of
20’- l l M, while Rick Cooley also
took a Sth in the High Jump
with a leap of 6’-7".
Bill Vogt set a school record
with a 10:04.8 time for the
3,000 meter steeple chase, this is
also the first time G.V. has
entered this event.
Dean Breest broke his own
record in the mile with a time of
4:19.7. While Gary Harris of
Western ran the mile in 4:08.5,
the fastest indoor mile of the
current season in Michigan.
Next Saturday, Grand Valley
will host its own invitational
starting at 1:00 p.m.

W restlers Fare Well In
Three Of Four M eets

Lakers Hand H illside
Victory Thru Mistakes

This past Saturday, Grand
Valley held its own invitational
wrestling tournament only to
be a good host and finish fourth
in the seven team field.
Lake Superior State College
captured the tournament crown
with a total of 74 points and
four individual titles in the 118,
142, 158, ind 167 weight
classes. The University of
Wisconsin at La Crosse was
second
with
68)4
points,
followed by Grand Rapids
Junior College with 60, Grand
Valley with 43)4. Wayne State
University with 28. Kalamazoo
College with 25, and Ferris State
College with 23)4.
The Lakers were unable to
capture any individual crowns
despite having four wrestlers in
the championship round. Rick
Vaught was dedsioned (9-4) by
s Steve Meyers 118,
Cardinal loat to Charlie
o f GRJC on an (M)
at 134, Kerry
4-1 by
BJ>. La Paid o f Wacoaan - La
at ISO, a r t Frank Post
Isririnaal 5-1 by U
a — Hnham at 1 9 a
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Lakers-R o h
Set Records

Saginaw Valley: Feb. 2
This was the sort of a game ever)’ coach would love to have
following a loss. Grand Valley dominated Saginaw Valley and for the
second year in a row set the all-time Laker team scoring recoid
against the Cardinals. The 125-95 final score could have been much
worse had not Coach Dave Sharphom emptied his bench before the
midway point of the first half.
Replacing Fred Roh in the Laker lineup certainly helped keep the
score down as the consistent Junior forward blistered the nets for 41
points
a new single game scoring record. In addition to his scoring
outburst which broke the old record held by Arnell Simpson, Roh
pulled down a game high 17 rebounds.
Grand Valley
Smith
Conser
Simpson
Roh
Johnson
Adams
Millard
Martinus
Waskelis
Davis
Hurd
Oosdyke
Noble
Olcsnavage
Griffin
Totals
Pet.

FT

0

FT

0- 0
6
3- 3
8
3- 4
17
7-1 1
4
5- 5
1
1- I
1
1- 2
3
0- 0
0
0- 1
1
0- 0
2
0- 0
1
0- 2
2
3- 3
2
0- 0
3
___ <h 0
51-107 23-32
49.6%

TP
0
15

19
41
13
3
3
6
0
2
4
2
7
4

Saeinaw V-J! ey pc.
Harris
4
Tennile
0
Kelley
4
Robertson
4
Dwyer
Batterbee
3
Reed
16
Killian
3
DeLaney
0
Wegner
4
Totals
40-94
Pet.
42.6%

FT

3- 3
0- 0
2- 2
2- 2
0- 0
0- 1
7- 9
0- 0
0- 0
i- 2
15-19

6

125

THE

t

Bond

and

P izza

Wednesdays, Fridays,Saturdays
OPEN SIX DAYS

D ra ft

W eekdays

A WEEK

B oor

- $ 1 .3 5

W ednesdays - $1.75
(per pitcher)
*

MEET YOUR FRIENDS
at the
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pane twelve

THE PROPOSED NEW
STUDENT CENTER
As reported in the last issue o f the Lanthom, Grand Valley is planning a new student center. The new structure will he located North o f the l ine
Arts Building, and West o f the Library. It will he separated from the existing duck pond by a bowl shaped lawn. Current blueprints o f the proposed
center show a three story building with an impromptu theatre, student government offices, student radio station, recognized student organizations, and
an enlarged bookstore. A generous supply o f dining areas, including individual snack bars is also included. Lounges, such as music lounges, reading
lounges, and pocket lounges are also being planned.
The new Student Center is being planned fo r the Fall o f ’73. A few o f the architect’s drawings for the new center are shown below.

